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In this text, students of applied mathematics, science, and engineering are intro-

duced to fundamental ways of thinking about the broad context of parallelism.

The authors begin by giving the reader a deeper understanding of the issues

through a general examination of timing, data dependencies, and communi-

cation. These ideas are implemented with respect to shared memory, parallel

and vector processing, and distributed memory cluster computing. Threads,

OpenMP, and MPI are covered, along with code examples in Fortran, C, and

Java.

The principles of parallel computation are applied throughout as the authors

cover traditional topics in a first course in scientific computing. Building on

the fundamentals of floating point representation and numerical error, a thor-

ough treatment of numerical linear algebra and eigenvector/eigenvalue prob-

lems is provided. By studying how these algorithms parallelize, the reader is

able to explore parallelism inherent in other computations, such as Monte Carlo

methods.
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Preface

Numerical computations are a fundamental tool for engineers and scientists. The

current practice of science and engineering demands that nontrivial computa-

tions be performed with both great speed and great accuracy. More and more,

one finds that scientific insight and technologial breakthroughs are preceded

by intense computational efforts such as modeling and simulation. It is clear

that computing is, and will continue to be, central to the further development

of science and technology.

As market forces and technological breakthroughs lowered the cost of com-

putational power by several orders of magintude, there was a natural migration

from large-scale mainframes to powerful desktop workstations. Vector pro-

cessing and parallelism became possible, and this parallelism gave rise to a

new collection of algorithms. Parallel architectures matured, in part driven by

the demand created by the algorithms. Large computational codes were mod-

ified to take advantage of these parallel supercomputers. Of course, the term

supercomputer has referred, at various times, to radically different parallel

architectures. This includes vector processors, various shared memory archi-

tectures, distributed memory clusters, and even computational grids. Although

the landscape of scientific computing changes frequently, there is one constant;

namely, that there will always be a demand in the research community for

high-performance computing.

When computations are first introduced in beginning courses, they are often

straightforward “vanilla” computations, which are well understood and easily

done using standard techniques and/or commercial software packages on desk-

top computers. However, sooner or later, a working scientist or engineer will

be faced with a problem that requires advanced techniques, more specialized

software (perhaps coded from scratch), and/or more powerful hardware. This

book is aimed at those individuals who are taking that step, from a novice to

intermediate or even from intermediate to advanced user of tools that fall under

xi
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xii Preface

the broad heading of scientific computation. The text and exercises have been

shown, over many years of classroom testing, to provide students with a solid

foundation, which can be used to work on modern scientific computing prob-

lems. This book can be used as a guide for training the next generation of

computational scientists.

This manuscript grew from a collection of lecture notes and exercises for a

senior-level course entitled “Vector and Parallel Scientific Computing.” This

course runs yearly at the Georgia Institute of Technology, and it is listed in

both mathematics and computer science curricula. The students are a mix of

math majors, computer scientists, all kinds of engineers (aerospace, mechanical,

electrical, etc.), and all kinds of scientists (chemists, physicists, computational

biologists, etc.). The students who used these notes came from widely varying

backgrounds and varying levels of expertise with regard to mathematics and

computer science.

Formally, the prerequisite for using this text is knowledge of basic linear

algebra. We integrate many advanced matrix and linear algebra concepts into

the text as the topics arise rather than offering them as a separate chapter. The

material in Part II, Monte Carlo Methods, also assumes some familiarity with

basic probability and statistics (e.g., mean, variance, t test, Markov chains).

The students should have some experience with computer programming.

We do not teach nor emphasize a specific programming language. Instead, we

illustrate algorithms through a pseudocode, which is very close to mathematics

itself. For example, the mathematical expression y =

∑n
i=1 xi becomes

y=0;

loop i = 1 upto n

y = y + xi;

end loop

We provide many example programs in Fortran, C, and Java. We also have

examples of code that uses MPI libraries. When this course was originally

taught, it took several weeks for the students to get accounts and access to the

Cray system available at that time. As a result, the material in the first two chap-

ters provides no programming exercises. If one wishes to start programming

right away, then he or she should begin with Chapter 3.

The purpose of the course is to provide an introduction to important topics

of scientific computing including the central algorithms for numerical linear

algebra such as linear system solving and eigenvalue calculation. Moreover, we

introduce this material from the very beginning in the context of vector and par-

allel computation. We emphasize a recognition of the sources and propagation

of numerical error and techniques for its control. Numerical error starts with
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the limitations inherent in the floating point representation of numbers leading

to round-off error and continues with algorithmic sources of error.

The material has evolved over time along with the machines called super-

computers. At present, shared memory parallel computation has standardized

on the threads model, and vector computation has moved from the machine

level to the chip level. Of course, vendors provide parallelizing compilers that

primarily automatically parallelize loops that the programmer has requested,

sometimes referred to as the DOACROSS model. This is a convenient model for

engineers and scientists as it allows them to take advantage of parallel and vector

machines while making minimal demands on their programming time. For the

purpose of familiarily, we include a section on the basic concepts of distributed

memory computation, including topological connectivity and communication

issues.

In teaching the course, we employ a hands-on approach, requiring the students

to write and execute programs on a regular basis. Over the years, our students

have had time on a wide variety of supercomputers, first at National Centers, and

more recently at campus centers or even on departmental machines. Of course,

even personal computers today can be multiprocessor with a vector processing

chipset, and many compiled codes implement threads at the operating system

level.

We base our approach to parallel computation on its representation by means

of a directed acyclic graph. This cuts to the essence of the computation and

clearly shows its parallel structure. From the graph it is easy to explain and

calculate the complexity, speedup, efficiency, communication requirements,

and scheduling of the computation. And, of course, the graph shows how the

computation can be coded in parallel.

The text begins with an introduction and some basic terminology in Chap-

ter 1. Chapter 2 gives a high-level view of the theoretical underpinnings of

parallelism. Here we discuss data dependencies and complexity, using directed

acyclic graphs to more carefully demonstate a general way of thinking about

parallelism. In Chapter 3, we have included a variety of machine implementa-

tions of parallelism. Although some of these architectures are not in widespread

use any more (e.g., vector processors like the early Cray computers), there are

still interesting and important ideas here. In fact, the Japanese Earth Simulator

(the former world record holder for “fastest computer”) makes heavy use of vec-

tor processing and pipelining. Chapter 3 includes an introduction to low-level

implementations of parallelism by including material on barriers, mutexes, and

threads. Of course, not every scientific computing application will require thread

programming, but as mentioned earlier, these objects provide many useful ideas

about parallelization that can be generalized to many different parallel codes.
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xiv Preface

We have even included a short introduction to quantum computing because this

technology may one day be the future of parallel scientific computation.

In the second half of the book, we start with basic mathematical and compu-

tational background, presented as building blocks in Chapter 4. This includes

material on floating point numbers, round-off error, and basic matrix arithmetic.

We proceed to cover mathematical algorithms, which we have found are most

frequently used in scientific computing. Naturally, this includes a large mea-

sure of numerical linear algebra. Chapters 5, 6, and 7 discuss direct methods for

solving linear systems. We begin with classical Gaussian elimination and then

move on to matrices with special structure and more advanced topics such as

Cholesky decomposition and Givens’ rotation. Iterative methods are covered

in Chapter 8. We study Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel as well as relaxtion tech-

niques. This chapter also includes a section on conjugate gradient methods. In

Chapter 9, we examine eigenvalues and eigenvectors. This includes the power

method and QR decomposition. We also cover the topics of Householder trans-

formations and Hessenberg forms, since these can improve QR computations

in practice.

Throughout all of Part II, our development of linear algebraic results relies

heavily on the technique of partitioning matrices. This is introduced in Chapter 4

and continues through our presentation of Jordan form in Chapter 9.

The final section of the book is focused on Monte Carlo methods. We first

develop classical quadrature techniques such as the Buffon Needle Problem

in Chapter 10. We then advance in Chapter 11 to a presentation of Monte

Carlo optimization, which touches on the ideas of simulated annealing, genetic

algorithms, and iterated improvement with random restart.

Exercises are included at the end of every section. Some of these are meant to

be done by hand, and some will require access to a computing environment that

supports the necessary parallel architecture. This could be a vector machine,

an SMP system supporting POSIX threads, a distributed memory cluster with

MPI libraries and compilers, etc. We have attempted to isolate those exercises

that require programming in a subsection of each exercise set. Exercises are

followed by a number in parentheses, which is meant to be an indication of the

level of difficulty.

Because scientific computing is often the result of significant research efforts

by large distributed teams, it can be difficult to isolate meaningful self-contained

exercises for a textbook such as this. We have found it very useful for students

to work on and present a project as a substantial part of their course grade. A

10-minute oral presentation along with a written report (and/or a poster) is an

excellent exercise for students at this level. One can ask them to submit a short

project proposal in which they briefly describe the problem background, the
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mathematical problem that requires computation, and how this computation

may parallelize. Students do well when given the opportunity to perform a

deeper study of a problem of interest to them.
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